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News from Sweden 
 

The unofficial team classes is now called Teamwork to Music (TtM)) 

First championship in TtM 2014. 7-8 teams. 

2016 the venue for the SM will move to a new place. 

The sport is handled by the SHFK (Svenska hundfreestyleklubben) since 2014-01-01. They managed 

to get good economy already the first year. The SKK put in a economic ontribution and helped 

theclub get a sponsor contract with Agria for the first years which gave a financial stability from the 

start. They also managed to gain some profit from arranging the Swedish Championships and the 

final in Agria Freestyle Cup at the two biggest indoor exhibitions. 

127 members, only judges need to be members. 

Judging and competing the same day is now allowed (again). 

SFHK has sent a letter to the OEC asking them to adopt to having 5 judges (not counting the highest 

and the lowest result in each category). There is a hope that this will result in fairer results in case of 

uneven judging. 

It’s unclear if Sweden could arrange an international judges conference. The question has been 

raised and one opportunity could be to hold it the same weekend as the national judges conference 

in 2016. (Friday-Saturday lunch national conference, Saturday lunch-Sunday international 

conference). The chairman of SHFK is positive but the question has not been up to discussion in the 

board. It’s too early to make any promises about this. 

The official website for Swedish freestyle has changed from www.hundfreestyle.se to www.shfk.se. 

The rules for freestyle and Htm will be locked for the period 2017-01-01-2021-12-31. The work with 

reviewing the rules has already begun and a draft proposal will be sent to all clubs in the SKK before 

the summer. The final proposal should be sent in to SKK before 2016-01-01 

The number of starts have increased but a decline in the rate of increase is obvious. The main 

increase have been in HtM since the sport was official in 2011: 

Antal officiella starter i Freestyle och HtM i Sverige 2011-2015 
  

          

 
htm 1 htm 2 htm3  fs 1 fs 2 fs 3 

Antal 
HtM 

Antal 
Fs 

Totalt 
antal 

2011 162 28 32 331 140 180 222 651 873 

2012 249 88 85 415 208 255 422 878 1300 

http://www.hundfreestyle.se/
http://www.shfk.se/


2013 258 136 167 439 194 268 561 901 1462 

2014 228 139 277 450 165 322 644 937 1581 

 

 


